
 

 

 
 

Creative Grandma 

 

Stitch of the Week # 34 

 

Tunisian Two Style Stitch 

 

Skill Level: Intermediate 
 

Note:  Use hook size recommended on yarn label of 

the yarn you will be using. 

 

Stitch Multiple: Multiple of 2. 

 

To make sample swatch, ch 14 or any chain with 

the multiple of 2. 

Multiple of 2 x 7 = 14. 

 

Row 1:  (Forward Pass): Working in back bump 

or back horizontal bar, skip first chain, * insert hook 

into back bump of next chain, yo, pull through 

chain, keeping lp on hook *, rep from * to * across. 

(Return Pass):  yo, pull through 1 lp on hook, ** 

yo, pull through 2 lps on hook **, rep from ** to ** 

across, until 1 lp remains on hook and counts as 

first st of next row. 

 

Row 2:  (Forward Pass):  Skip edge st, insert hook 

under next 2 vertical sts, yo, pull through 2 sts, 

leaving lp on hook, * yo, insert hook under next 2 

vertical sts, yo, pull through 2 sts, leaving 

remaining lps on hook *, rep from * to * across to 

last st, yo, insert hook into front and back lps of last 

vertical st, yo, pull through st, leaving remaining lps 

on hook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Return Pass):  yo, pull through 1 lp on hook, ** 

yo, pull through 2 lps on hook **, rep from ** to ** 

across, until 1 lp remains on hook and counts as 

first st of next row. 

 

Row 3:  (Forward Pass):  Skip edge st, insert hook 

under next vertical st, yo, pull through st, leaving lp 

on hook, locate corresponding vertical st directly 

under stitch just worked to the left in same row, 

insert hook on right-hand side of st, yo, pull through 

sp, leaving remaining lps on hook, * skip next 

slanted st, insert hook under next vertical st, yo, pull 

through st, leaving remaining lps on hook, locate 

corresponding vertical st directly under stitch just 

worked to the left in same row, insert hook on right-

hand side of st, yo, pull through sp, leaving 

remaining lps on hook *, 

Rep from * to * across to last st, insert hook under 

front lp and back lp of last st, yo, pull through last 

st, leaving remaining lps on hook. 

(Return Pass):  yo, pull through 1 lp on hook, ** 

yo, pull through 2 lps on hook **, rep from ** to ** 

across, until 1 lp remains on hook and counts as 

first st of next row. 

 

Repeat Rows 2 and Rows 3 for pattern. 

 

Finishing Row (To be worked as last row of 

project) 

 

Skip edge st, * insert hook under next 2 vertical sts, 

yo, pull through 2 sts and lp on hook, yo, pull 

through lp on hook, *, rep from * to * across to last 

st, insert hook under front and back lp of last st, yo, 

pull through st and the loop on hook.  Fasten off. 

 

 

Instructions are written in USA terms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


